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We work with a UV conformalU(1)′ extension of the Standard Model, motivated by the hierarchy
problem and recent collider anomalies. This model admits fermionic vector portal WIMP dark
matter charged under the U(1)′ gauge group. The asymptotically safe boundary conditions can
be used to fix the coupling parameters, which allows the observed thermal relic abundance to
constrain the mass of the dark matter particle. This highly restricts the parameter space, allowing
strong predictions to be made. The parameter space of several UV conformal U(1)′ scenarios will
be explored, and both bounds and possible signals from direct and indirect detection observation
methods will be discussed.
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1. Extended U(1)′ Vector-portal Dark Matter
Observations suggest [1] that the majority of matter in the universe is nonluminous and non-
baryionic, called dark matter. Extensions of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics frequently
include dark matter candidates in a dark sector that interacts with the SM through a ‘portal’ of some
kind. A well-established example is vector-portal dark matter, in which dark matter interactions
are mediated by a vector boson, often associated with an extended gauge symmetry of some kind
[2][3].
We work with a vector-portal model that includes an additional scalar S charged under a new
U(1)′ gauge symmetry, which has a gauge field B′µ that gains a mass through radiative symmetry
breaking via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [4][5], thus generating a Z′ boson. Certain SM
fermions f have U(1)′ charge and interactions also occur through kinetic mixing between B′µ and
the SM hypercharge field. By including a Higgs-portal interaction between the new scalar and
the SM Higgs, the radiative symmetry breaking in the hidden sector (singlet sector) triggers elec-
troweak symmetry breaking in the Higgs sector. The model is furnished with an additional Dirac
fermion χ charged under U(1)′ that can act as cold dark matter. Additional vector-like spectator
fermions ψ and a set of right handed neutrinos νR are required for anomaly cancellation [6][7], but
do not contribute to the phenomenology. To avoid stringent dilepton constraints [8] on U(1)′ mod-
els, we work with a leptophobic variant [7]. The relevant extension of the Lagrangian is reported
in [4]. To constrain the model, we fix the mass of the Z′ boson to mZ′ = 1.9 TeV, in agreement with
a possible LHC resonance [9]. This constraint will be relaxed in a future article.
2. UV Boundary and Thermal Constraints
By using the renormalization group, we can constrain the gauge and scalar sector couplings
to reduce the parameter space of the model. To realize asymptotic safety in the scalar sector, we
require that the SM Higgs quartic coupling (and possibly other scalar couplings) reach a fixed point
at some UV scale ΛUV , which provides certain UV boundary conditions and generates a stable
Higgs vacuum. The renormalization group equations are solved with these boundary conditions,
and the resulting couplings at the electroweak scale are presented in [4]. We discuss in particular
two scenarios, A and B, which have respectively U(1)′ gauge couplings 0.18 and 0.1, and mixed
gauge couplings 0.034 and 0.045.
Assuming dark matter is thermally produced as in the WIMP paradigm, its abundance is gov-
erned by the rate equation, which takes a simplified form under the analytic Lee-Weinberg approx-
imation [10]. Solving the rate equation and inserting the observed dark matter abundance [11]
creates a constraint on the thermally averaged annihilation cross section.
The constrained cross section can be compared against the cross section calculated using the
gauge coupling values computed from the UV boundary conditions to restrict the mass range of the
model to a handful of points. This comparison appears in Figure 1. The masses where the curves
intersect the abundance constraint are the only mass values that are acceptable as cold dark matter.
Our model is highly predictive, admitting thermal dark matter only at a set of masses near mZ′/2
(Scenario A - 855 GeV, 1004 GeV; Scenario B - 880 GeV, 980 GeV).
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Figure 1: Thermal constraint on annihilation cross section
3. Direct and Indirect Detection Limits
The nuclear recoil cross section for vector-portal dark matter is readily available in the liter-
ature [12]. The strongest experimental constraints on the properties of heavy (>100 GeV) dark
matter that exist at the current time are from the direct nuclear recoil searches. The recoil cross
sections of our models are compared against current bounds by LUX [13]. These exclusion bounds
rule out the thermally admitted masses for Scenario A.
Indirect searches for dark matter are those that look for products of dark matter annihilation in
the galactic halo. One of the most promising signals is the gamma ray signal, due to the fact that
photons are easy to detect and travel in straight lines, allowing for spatially targeted searches. The
photon spectra that result from the annihilation of dark matter are found in [14].
Dark matter in the Galactic Halo is expected to contribute to the Isotropic Gamma Ray Back-
ground through annihilations. We compare the expected flux from annihilation in our model using
standard halo input parameters to the observed flux by the Fermi space telescope [15] using the
ratio of the predicted flux over the observed flux on a logarithmic scale. Results are presented for
the two scenarios in Figure 2. For a ratio larger than unity, the predicted flux is larger than what is
observed, ruling out the mass value.
Our results indicate that the higher mass value for Scenario A is inconsistent with the Fermi
observations and that the higher mass value for Scenario B is potentially observable.
4. Conclusions
We have explored the detection prospects of thermal relic vector-portal dark matter in two
different UV boundary scenarios. The UV boundary conditions fix the coupling parameters and
the thermal constraint fixes the mass to a handful of points. Further comparison with direct and
indirect exclusion bounds rules out one of the scenarios. The other remains potentially viable.
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Figure 2: Ratio of predicted flux over observed flux
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